1966 porsche wiring diagram

Site Details. Dave Hillman Content attribted to others remains their property. Otherwise the text
and images are licensed under a Creative Commons License. Wiring Diagram for Early The
diagrams found here are for cars. In later years the electrical systems began to get more
complicated with the addition of circuits for a heated rear view window, an optional rear window
wiper, smog related engine controls and a fresh air blower in the instrument panel. The
diagrams here do not include those items. We have several wiring diagrams saved on the server
that are actually useful: The best is a layered PDF file K. The layers can be viewed separately
and have titles such as "Turn Signals", "Head Lights" and "Horn". There are 14 layers. Layers
can be viewed with Adobe Acrobat version 6. To upgrade the the latest version of Acrobat the
Adobe web site. This is cool technology! The natural print size of this document is 46 x 32 in.
I've printed this one on letter size paper and it produces perfectly readable diagrams. This one
can be views on the screen with some success. Here is a scan of the original wiring diagram
that came in my factory engine manual. It is pretty big at x pixels or 17 x 11 in at dpi and K bytes
in size. It takes a while to down load. It's advantage is there are not mistakes on it that may have
crept into the files that I created above. I use Photoshop for all my image preparation. The
wiring diagram was used as a real project for me to learn how to use Illustrator CS. Prospero's
Wiring Diagrams presents:. Our diagrams are accurate and easy to use - they are based on
Factory Diagrams. This Auction is for a Diagram for the Following Vehicle:. Additional
Specifications:. World Specifications, all models. Laminated - No grease smudges on our
diagrams. Roll it up and take it with you on the road. More than 20 years experience. Paypal is
the only method of payment we accept. It's very easy to use - and it's really safe! The USPS mail
sorting machines occasionally misread my labels and have to be hand sorted. Unfortunately, in
these very occasional cases, diagrams maybe be delayed a few days. The problem, as he sees
it, is that when a classic car or motorcycle. These diagrams appear to be made for people who
have never heard an. The type is small and the factory or other after-market diagrams. Garage
â€” Color, Legends and Lamination. That's really one of the hardest things for the shade tree
mechanic. All those black wires. The factory manual will say a wire is supposed to. So I always
use. It doesn't require. Every component on our diagrams are labeled right there on. Anyone
whose done any electrical de-bugging will tell you â€” tracing your way through. Other guys.
Ours are. Internet, and through online sales channels such as E-bay. The wiring diagrams from
Prospero's Garage first started out as something to help out Mr. A lot of them. So I obtained
some factory diagrams, and reworked them so they could. Once the popularity of their diagrams
spread, Prospero's Garage started offering color-coded. Harley Davidson motorcycles. They are
working constantly to expand the line â€” often the biggest. New offerings. I ship my diagrams
in custom made tubes - they are rolled, not folded and creased. If your diagram is lost in the
mail, I will send out a replacement. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also
viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Datsun SPL Check if this part fits your vehicle. Contact
the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered
or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or
tab. Seller information prosperosdiagrams Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See
all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist
Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Shipping help - opens a layer
International Shipping - items may be subject to customs processing depending on the item's
customs value. Your country's customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on
international trade. Item location:. Dallas, Texas, United States. Ships to:. This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable
customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated between
Thu. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling time,
origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping
service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times
may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are
paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing
Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Add to cart to save with this special offer. If you Buy It Now, you'll only
be purchasing this item. If you'd like to get the additional items you've selected to qualify for

this offer, close this window and add these items to your cart. Buy only this item Close this
window. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. Seller assumes all responsibility for this
listing. Item specifics Condition: New. Prosperos Wiring Diagrams prosperosdiagrams Search
within store. Click on 'pay now' button to start the process! Diagrams will be shipped within two
business days of a cleared payment - I work a 'regular' job in addition to this diagram business,
I ship out diagrams as quickly as possible. I insure shipment of my diagrams. I pay for delivery
confirmation on all domestic shipments - if your diagram does not arrive in a reasonable time, I
will send out a replacement diagram. If you get the wrong diagram for any reason - your fault or
mine - just let me know, I'll exchange diagrams for no charge. The problem, as he sees it, is that
when a classic car or motorcycle experiences an electrical problem, the wiring diagrams they
are forced to turn to can be more work than the wiring. These diagrams appear to be made for
people who have never heard an optometrist say "reading glasses. All those black wires run
together into a mess of electrical spaghetti. So I always use the same colors on the wiring
diagram that you see on the wiring loom. It doesn't require translation. Every component on our
diagrams are labeled right there on the page. Other guys make 20 copies of the black and white
version so they can throw the dirty copy away. Ours are laminated and are, essentially,
permanent. Jacob's friends. A lot of them needed help re-wiring. So I obtained some factory
diagrams, and reworked them so they could be usable. They are working constantly to expand
the line â€” often the biggest constraint relates to sourcing the factory diagrams they use for
source material. About Us Payment Shipping Returns. Helpful Links. Shipping and handling.
This item will ship to Bulgaria , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the
seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping
cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Save on shipping. This seller offers
shipping discounts when you purchase two or more eligible items using the cart. Shipping to:
Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the
Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab. There are 35 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to Select
a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is
covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details.
Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image
not available Photos not available for this variation. This article is one in a series that have been
released in conjunction with Wayne's book, Projects for Your Porsche The book contains pages
of full color projects detailing everything from performance mods to changing your brake pads.
See The Official Book Website for more details. One of the most common electrical items to fail
on some of the older s is the ignition switch. This failure can show up in any number of ways.
The car can refuse to start some of the time, the key may not turn too easily in the ignition, or
strange electrical problems like the headlamps flickering on and off may appear. Either way, the
correct solution is to replace all or part of the ignition switch. Probably the most difficult part of
the whole procedure is the removal of the switch from the dashboard. On later cars, the switch
is hidden behind a large, circular plastic disc. To remove this disc, simply unscrew it from the
dash. On the earlier cars, there is a small plastic ring that needs to be unscrewed in a similar
manner. Once the ring is removed, you can see the ignition switch assembly. The switch itself is
comprised of two separate sections, one that holds the key and the lock mechanism, and
another that contains a somewhat complicated electrical switch that controls the starter and the
other electrical systems of the car. The good news is that the electrical portion of the ignition
switch can easily be replaced on s. Earlier cars will have to make do with finding a good used
switch, as new ones are no longer available. If your key doesn't turn too well in the ignition,
then chances are you have a worn out tumbler. You can attempt to rekey and refurbish the
tumbler yourself see Project 76 on lock rekeying for more details , but the process can be quite
difficult. It requires that you drill out a pin that has been pressed into the housing. If you make a
mistake, you can damage the entire assembly. In other words, the ignition switch assembly
wasn't really designed to be taken apart. Once you can see the ignition switch, you can
probably clearly figure out why the next step is the hardest in this procedure. The switch is
bolted to the frame of the car with what's known as a break-off bolt. While this may help deter
thieves, it also makes your task a lot harder to accomplish. To remove these bolts, take a die
grinder or Dremmel tool and grind off the top of the head. Once the heads of the bolts are gone,
you should be able to pull out the switch. In some cases, you can also grind a slot into the top
of the bolt, and use a large screwdriver to remove the bolts. Removing the steering wheel will
probably give you a bit more room to work see Pelican Technical Article: Replacement of

Steering Wheel Switches. Once you have the bolts removed, you can now crawl under your
dashboard and remove the switch. Begin by loosening up the nut that holds the ignition switch
onto the steering wheel lock. On some cars, you may not need to loosen this nut up, as the
switch may just slide out of position. Disconnect the large 1. The entire assembly should be
able to be removed from the car now. You may have to negotiate a path through the maze of
wires and cables that run underneath the dash. Once you have the switch out, it's very easy to
replace the electrical portion. Simply unscrew the two screws that hold it to the back of the
switch, and replace it with a new one. The switch has a locating pin cast into the housing, so
there is only one way that it can be put back together. Replacing the electrical portion could
most certainly solve some ignition and starting problems. Electrical systems flickering on and
off as you turn the key are a good clue that your switch is worn. Also, a bad switch sometimes
causes unexplainable starting problems where the starter coil doesn't even click. I even had one
car that wouldn't shut off the starter after the engine kicked over. Both the engine and the
starter kept running together: even after I had removed the key! If you are planning on rekeying
your ignition key, get ready for a very difficult job. In order to remove the tumbler assembly, you
need to carefully drill out the small pin that is located on the side of the tumbler housing. Make
sure that you use a sharp drill bit, and be prepared to spend some money for a new ignition
switch if you happen to mess yours up. The replacement process for the ignition switch is
pretty straightforward, except for the final installation of the switch into the rear of the
dashboard. You should use new original equipment break-off bolts that are commonly available
from your local parts dealer. The heads of the bolts will break off automatically when you torque
them down. Or, if you are going to remove the switch again, use regular bolts. From the factory,
the ignition switch is bolted into the dashboard with break-away bolts. If you're lucky, the
previous owner has already replaced the ignition switch at least once, and the bolts have
already been removed. When replacing the switch back into the dashboard, you can attach it
with four break-off bolts. Large Image Extra-Large Image. The view from underneath the
dashboard affords us a look at the ignition switch and its electrical connections. It's nearly
impossible to remove the electrical portion of the switch without removing the entire assembly.
Make sure that you loosen the steering wheel lock bolt on the left before you attempt to remove
the switch. Shown here is the electrical portion of the switch removed from the remainder of the
assembly. After many years, the electrical portion is usually what wears out, resulting in
intermittent starting problems with the ignition key. Got more questions? Join us in our Porsche
Technical Forum Message Board and ask a question to one of our many automotive experts. All
Search Everything. Need to buy parts for this project? Click here to order! Figure 1. Figure 2.
Figure 3. Comments and Suggestions: Ryan Comments: My tumbler on my 85 came out with the
key. Got it back together and now blowing the 20 amp fuse. Switch, tumble or all? Inspect the
inside of the switch side, does the housing look damaged? Look in the area of where the lock
cylinder retainer locks in. If both look worn, lock cylinder and switch, I'd replace both. Which
might be the best bet anyway, with the age of both parts. Removal was difficult so I referred to
this article for help. I have huge hands but finally got it. Connector started coming apart on me
with wires popping out of it. Two wires had obviously overheated and melted part of the
connector making it weak and fragile. I managed to guess right on all of the wire positions but
had to tape the connector up to get it to stay together during assembly. Is there a way to replace
the connector short of buying a new wiring harness? Give The Pelican Parts parts specialists a
call at They can figure out what part or repair kit you need. New battery If not, the key may work
out. Lights are strong, no flicker. Sometimes starts and sometimes it doesn't. If so, voltage drop
test power and ground to the starter, if ok, the starter is likely faulty. I can check if I have the
wiring info. I changed fuel filter and accumulator. Still would not start. Have spark; motor will
run briefly with starter fluid; new fuel pumps front and rear working when connected to 12V;
each also worked when jumped respective relay once; relays bench-test functional; placed
relays after jumping and motor started without hesitation and ran fine; turned the key to off and
motor kept running! Immediately turned key on and off and motor shut off. Now will crank but
not start and jumping the relays now does nothing. Could the ignition switch be the issue? You
can test the switch output to confirm. When off, is is still sending terminal 15? When I turn key, I
get a click form starter but no crank. Would that in itself suggest that the ignition switch is ok? I
would still test the signal to the starter from the switch and voltage drop test the battery cables.
I removed the nut to discover that the switch would still not come out I loosened the set screw
and the unit came right out! We appreciate it. I have a Targa with all necessary upgrades. I've
had trouble with my ignition switch for a long time. I finally gave in and bought a new switch
mechanical and installed it, but now I have a new problem. I've tried my other switch with no
luck. I'm pretty sure that all of the round underdash plugs do not affect the starter, but I could
be wrong, but I don't think so. I had a difficult time getting the new switch to slide into the

column, and chose not to tighten down the locking nut until I know that everything is in the
correct place. Does this nut do anything other than just lock the column-end in place? Does it
help to complete a ground or something similar. Knowing Porsche, I wouldn't doubt it. Any
ideas? The original ignition switch worked just fine other than not the key not turning properly
without a lot of finessing. The new unit included the electrical portion, and it all came from
Porsche. Any Ideas? Simple test, attach a ground to the switch body, does engine start? Test
the output of the switch for the crank signal. Close this window. Valve Adjustment. Shifting
Improvements. Jacking Up Your Steering Bushing Replacement. IMS Bearing Replacement.
Coolant Flush. Spark Plug and Coil Replacement. Brake Pad Replacement. Boxster Forum. MAF
Sensor Replacement. Fuel Line Vent Valve. Air Conditioning Maintenance. Auto Transmission
Fluid Replacement. Blower Fan Replacement. Air Filter Replacement. Hatch Shock
Replacement. Glove Box Catch Replacement. Cayenne Forum. View All Porsche Tech Articles.
Porsche Parts List. Porsche Events. Cars for Sale. Time: 2 hr. Dremmel tool or die grinder.
Applicable Models:. New ignition switch full switch, or electrical only , new break-off bolts for
ignition switch. Removing the steering wheel might make the job a bit easier. More reliable
starting and electrical systems. Rekey ignition switch. Comments: My tumbler on my 85 came
out with the key. November 22, Followup from the Pelican Staff: Hard to say. Sir Jones.
Comments: Bought mine last week. May 5, Followup from the Pelican Staff: You can buy the
connector and the wires, then assemble it your self to do the repair. Brutus mayhem.
Comments: I have a March 28, Followup from the Pelican Staff: Check the steering wheel is
jammed on the lock. December 4, Followup from the Pelican Staff: If the starter is getting a food
signal from the ignition switch, the only possibles left are excessive voltage drop to the starter
power or ground , or the start itself. Comments: Followup from the Pelican Staff: I do not have
one to share. Comments: do you have a photo location of the starting connectors under the lid?
Comments: is it possible to test the ignition switch in order to know if this is whats causes the
starting problem? Followup from the Pelican Staff: You can test the signal from the ignition
switch to the starter, is it present when it doesn't crank? Comments: In the view from
underneath picture above, which is terminal 15? October 9, Followup from the Pelican Staff:
WHat year and model vehicle? Comments: turbo cranks won't start: about a month ago the car
started and ran fine without issue, was a hot day and fuel level was low but not empty. October
7, Followup from the Pelican Staff: Does sound like the switch is faulty, if the engine was
staying running. Comments: Also I can remove the key when the switch is at any position I've
ordered a new switch and break off bolts, so we'll see what happens. September 19, Followup
from the Pelican Staff: Thanks for the update. Comments: it's a 3. September 16, Followup from
the Pelican Staff: Thanks, got it. Comments: Hi, I'm having starting issues and want to rule out
the ignition switch. Followup from the Pelican Staff: Ignition switch is likely ok if the starter is
making some noise. Comments: One clarification on the above DIY where it states "Begin by
loosening up the nut that holds the ignition switch onto the steering wheel lock. August 29,
Followup from the Pelican Staff: Thanks for the Info. Comments: Hi! June 3, Followup from the
Pelican Staff: I don't recall it having to be grounded. Comments: how in the world do you pull
the electrical connector off the switch. I have a , and I can crawl in there pretty well, but I cannot
get enough leverage to pull the harness off the switch, and I'm not quite willing to pry it off with
a screw driver because something 50 years old on the harness connector might crack. So, my
question is, what is the safest way to remove the harness from the connector. Do I try to pull the
two screws with the electrical connector still attached? Or, do I pry on it? Or, just keep trying to
wiggle more? April 3, Followup from the Pelican Staff: There should be a center fastener,
remove it then pull the connector off. February 7, Comments: Have a Carrera. Turn the ignition
switch off and the engine continues to run. Pull the emergency parking brake and the engine
turns off. Any suggestions? November 23, Followup from the Pelican Staff: Check the ignition
switch. Comments: Have a Porsche , turn ign key and get click sound, turn key off position,
retry and it will start, but not all the time. Just started doing this. I suspect key switch. October
25, Followup from the Pelican Staff: Could be the switch, battery or faulty battery cable. You'll
have to perform a voltage drop test on the suspected parts. Comments: why are the keys so
small on the replacement unit?? May 10, Followup from the Pelican Staff: Unsure. Possible
because they are replacements not original design. Comments: I have a 4S the car seems to
start well when it is warm by this I mean the key mechanism is warm. I live in Chicago and if the
car is cold the key turns the everything but the starter goes on. If I heat the switch with a
hairdryer it start just fine. I can also heat it with my thumb on the key mechanism. That takes
longer but seems to work. April 2, Followup from the Pelican Staff: Sounds like you need a new
electrical portion of the ignition switch. With your vehicle info handy, give The Pelican Parts
parts specialists a call at Comments: I have an slow overnight current drain somewhere in my
wiring causing my PC battery to drop too low in voltage. I put an isolator switch on the ground

cable but would like to solve the issue. What are the typical causes and how do I measure and
isolate the specific wire or circuit causing this issue? My car is a March 24, Followup from the
Pelican Staff: This is how on a modern vehicle and can be applied to yours as well. Find the
fuse with the draw, then trace the circuit to t he component. On something as old as yours,
likely a relay or switch stuck on. Comments: My house was recently broken into and along with
all my jewlery he also got my spare key with the alarm key fob. Is is earier to just replace the
security system or do I also have to replace the ignition switch and door locks? December 27,
Followup from the Pelican Staff: Call Porsche and get new keys and a remote. That is easiest.
John Martinez. Comments: Referring to ignition switch itself: Shouldn't it have 4 positions;
1-off, 2-Acc,3-Ignition and 4-start? Please advised. Thank you. December 10, Followup from the
Pelican Staff: I believe it will be off, acc, on and start. Comments: Thanks for the response. I
have put a jumper on the lower fuse in the engine compartment so it is hot all the time similar to
the fuse above. That fuse now has full power when cranking car and car seems to start
perfectly. Would like to eliminate the jumper but the fuse goes dead when cranking and only hot
when cranking stops. November 9, Followup from the Pelican Staff: You'll have to get a wiring
diagram and trace the circuit. Could be a switched power device failing. Comments: sc. Car
warms up turn key car does not start. Checked voltage is fine when in crank mode I lose power
to the lower fuse near the CDI box. I get spark when I release key for less than a second. When
key in first position all three fuses have power. Can this be an ignition switch problem.
November 7, Followup from the Pelican Staff: Possible, switch could be overheating an failing.
Comments: Question. The ignition switch had a spring like feedback motion when cranking the
starter. Now the car won't crank at all and the spring back action is gone. I can turn the key from
off to crank position without any hesitation or push back. So is the problem the assembly or the
ignition switch? July 30, Followup from the Pelican Staff: From your description, I would
assume the mechanical portion of the switch. Comments: Hi - a previous owner apparently
installed an alarm and cut a hole in the faceplate that is between the steering column and the
driver side air vent, the plate that is behind the light know, hazards switch, and ignition switch.
I've been trying to find that plate on Pelican Parts but have not been able to find it. Do you carry
it? June 18, Followup from the Pelican Staff: I'm sure it can be had. Thanks for your help Dan.
May 17, It is also a good idea to have them confirm what the issue is. Comments: have a 84 I
have no idea where the wires go back into it. How do i get a diagram? April 4, Followup from the
Pelican Staff: I would suggest you grab a repair manual, you should own one. It will have the
wiring. Give our parts specialists a call at Comments: I need a new ignition switch electrical
only for my , I can't seem to find one. How easy is it to replace with one from a different year?
March 16, Followup from the Pelican Staff: The connectors are totally different, and I believe
later model cars utilize a steering lock in tandem with the switch. I will post this to the forums
and see if another member has attempted this swap. I know there are guys who have rebuilt the
ignition switches, but they cant be completely falling apart Comments: So, on my sc, the
ignition switch worked fine until today. I left the key in the ignition-in the OFF position-while I
washed the car. March 14, Followup from the Pelican Staff: Yes it does. Best bet, remove it and
manually turn it to see if problem still exists. This way you are sure you are replacing the right
part. Comments: got 86 carrera whaletail, usually starts easily took drive to keys in heat and
summer, turned off went and tryingin store came out about 15 minutes laetr turn key,nothing
moved no sound no cranking. This yr trip to louisiana had four times of no start some times on
a small shotrt side trip, got home cool midnite got gas again didnt start waite 45 minutes and it
fired up. Think its a relay or ignition switch? Help got , miles on it. March 4, Followup from the
Pelican Staff: First check the connection at the battery. Voltage drop the battery cables and
check for battery power to the fuse panel. Comments: i have a porsche s sportomatic there is
no power getting to the gear stick i get grinding. February 3, Followup from the Pelican Staff:
Clutch may be worn out. Comments: I have a Porsche Battery will drain after 4 days. I
disconnect radio and amplifier. Battery voltage is holding so far. When the ignition key is out of
vehicle should the radio and amplifier have power to it? Is this indicating a bad ignition switch?
May 4, Followup from the Pelican Staff: There may be constant power and switched, you'll need
wiring to determine what the wires you are testing should be. You may have a parasitic draw.
You'll want to monitor the draw on the battery when the vehicle is asleep. Once you confirm
there is a draw. You will have to isolate the circuit with the draw. Then determine which
components on that circuit is causing the draw You can isolate by removing fuses. If it wakes
up, you will have to wait until it goes to sleep again. Comments: I can remove the ignition key
from the switch when the car is running and the engine continues to run?? Are the tumblers
worn if so can i replace the tumblers with your kit?? March 7, Followup from the Pelican Staff:
Sounds like you need a new lock cylinder. There may be a repair kit available. Comments: 82 SC
with some panel lights remaining on after ignition switch turned off Yes everything seems to

work. Interestin that the internal light in the fog light "knob" and the rear window defroster
"knob" are not illuminated until the ignition switch is "off" Then if you pull the knob, the internal
light goes out. If not the ignition switch, could it be the rheostat for the lights? November 18,
Followup from the Pelican Staff: Not the rheostat, but maybe the light switch that powers it. I
would check if the ignition switch is still sending power when off. Comments: 82 SC I have
resorted to disconnecting the battery to get them off. Is it the ignition switch failing? November
17, Followup from the Pelican Staff: Do the accessory items work? Turn signals, radio, etc?
Comments: I have a 81sc im looking for just the electrical portion of the ignition switch. October
13, Comments: I have a Carrera. Starter will not engage when I turn the key. Battery is good and
can push start it. Have replaced the ignition switch and steering lock assy. Did not help. What
else can I check? September 24, Followup from the Pelican Staff: Check if the starter is getting
the signal from the ignition switch. Voltage drop the battery cable to the starter. Comments:
Yes, good spark fuel and combustion. It starts fine most of the time. When it won't start after
driving and making a few stops it just turns over. After several attempts to get it to start 15 or
so, it starts. Never putting my foot on the gas for fear of flooding it.. I drive it home. Shut it off
and try it again and it starts immediately. September 22, Followup from the Pelican Staff: If you
have the three items, the engine would run. Recheck spark, fuel and compression when the
problem is present. I bet you will find the problem there. Comments: I meant to say that it is an
83 SC. Followup from the Pelican Staff: Ok got it. Comments: All the basics were checked. You
mentioned fault codes. This is an 82 SC. There isn't a place to check fault codes to our
knowledge. What do you recommend next? Followup from the Pelican Staff: I apologize, fault
codes were meant to be deleted from my response before posting. If the basics were checked
and working, the engine should be running, right? The engine has good spark, fuel and
compression? Comments: I have a 83 SC. It stop on me driving down the street at 35 mph, and
would not start. We changed the electronic ignition unit; the coil permatune parts; the
distributor cap and rotor; It would started and after 3 starts it refused to start again. We then
replaced the ignition wire from distributor to ignition control unit. It started and ran fine for one
day although it often took longer to start than it had in 20 years and then the next day it took 22
attempts to get it to start after driving around for an hour. Do you have any recommedations.
September 17, Followup from the Pelican Staff: I can't help without knowing what is missing
from the system when you are trying to start it. Check spark, fuel injector pulse and fuel
pressure, volume, quality and engine compression. Are there any fault codes? Once you figure
out what is missing, it will be easier to diagnose. It starts only after the key returns to the on
position. It stumbles to life with the last revolutions of the engine then runs fine. Does this
sound like the electrical portion of the switch? August 23, Followup from the Pelican Staff: Yes,
check if the coil loses power when cranking, but power returns in the run position. Comments:
Some intermediate plates installed between the switch and the dash frame have shear off bolts
and rivets. The tops of the rivets must be drilled off so the plate can be moved. If this is not
done the ignition combination switch will be extremely hard to remove from the steering
column. Just a little tip for the DIY people out there. June 25, Followup from the Pelican Staff:
Thanks for sharing your installation process and experience. These type of comments add so
much to the Pelican tech community. Comments: I have an '82 sc and the key will not turn at
all.. Do I need to replace the iginition switch and tumbler? Followup from the Pelican Staff: I
would assume so. If you have a second key, try it. This will confirm it is not a worn out key.
Comments: Porsche S. Ok, pretty sure car not starting due to faulty ignition switch. The only
ones I see here at Pelican are listed starting in ' What is the correct item number for my
particular year? June 16, Initially was running fine, then started dropping out in the mid rpms
and running rougher. I put fuel injector cleaner in the car then topped up, started the car, drove
out of the gas station and onto the road, and then it just DIED and wouldn't restart. Got it back
home, siphoned out all the gas and injector cleaner, replaced the fuel pump check valve and the
fuel accumulator because it also has hot start issues, and replaced the coil with the proper unit
for my Perma-Tune ignition box. Now the car attempts to start it's getting fuel and spark but
then abruptly dies like it's getting choked off. When trying to get it to start I noticed that when
the key was in the position right before cranking that the tach would intermittently jump and peg
then come back down to zero sometimes. Weird electrical gremlin?. I unhooked the tach lead,
but it still wouldn't fully start. Before it completely stopped running I was able to get it idling and
after about 30 minutes of a nice steady idle rough but steady, it just died for NO obvious reason.
Where do I need to look now? Battery meters at That Perma-Tune box I tested the ohms and
they check out? I'm at a loss. June 8, Followup from the Pelican Staff: Could be many things,
the missing piece of the puzzle has to be identified. I can't help without knowing what is missing
from the system when you are trying to start it. Comments: Please ,need ignition wiring
diagram. January 19, Followup from the Pelican Staff: You didn't mention what vehicle, my

wiring diagrams are limited. I would grab a repair manual. It will have the diagram. Comments:
Have a sc. I was able to remove the ignition assembly and replaced the electrical part of the
switch. Now I am trying to reinstall the assembly into the dashboard and I cannot get it to go in.
After removing the shear bolts, the unit just slid out of the steering wheel lock - no nut or bolt to
remove. When it came out it made a click sound, and now the assembly will not go back into the
steering column. Is there a method for reinstalling this assembly into the dashboard? December
21, Followup from the Pelican Staff: See if the steering column lock is protruding into the bore.
If so, see if you can push it in, then slide the lock cylinder in. Comments: how do i remove the
ignition switch on a Porsche ? December 7, Followup from the Pelican Staff: Remove the
steering wheel and steering column cover. Then remove the fastener for the switch assembly,
slide it off toward the rear of the vehicle. J W Ploeger. Comments: I just had the lock barrel
come out with the key. November 13, Followup from the Pelican Staff: You can try a new lock. I
would start there. The retaining tab may be faulty. Comments: Hello have a sc 81, need a new
ignition switch, nr on switch August 1, Followup from the Pelican Staff: Yes, we will be able to
get one to you. Give our parts specialists a call at and they can help figure out which part or
repair kit you need. Comments: 76 Porsche how to remove the ignition switch. July 9, Followup
from the Pelican Staff: The switch is in a housing that has to be removed slid off the steering
column There is a pinch bolt, once loose, slide the switch off. You will have to remove the
steering wheel. Comments: I figured it out, it's not enough just to loosen the nut, you have to
back out the bolt that the nut is on. All is good for now. May 7, Followup from the Pelican Staff:
Thanks for the follow up. Comments: I have a SC and I cannot get the ignition switch assembly
to slide out of the steering column! I have followed all of the directions, including loosening the
nut holding it to the steering column but it won't move! The switch moved back and forth but
not to the side. What am I doing wrong?? Please help! Followup from the Pelican Staff: Can you
see if it hanging up on the steering column? Is the steering wheel currently locked? Comments:
I just bought a 76 in which has no keys. Is the door lock key the same key as the ignition? If the
door lock is different then is there a way to get a key made by the vin. December 26, Comments:
I have a SC. Issues I'm having. When you turn the ignition switch in most cases it starts, now it
is getting to the point you have to turn the key 3 or 4 times to start. More serious issue, when
key is in the off position the steering wheel lock doesn't appear to be working, once the car is
running the steering wheel lock will engage in the middle of making a right hand turn, jiggle the
steering wheel back and forth and it frees up before you're off the road. Would the ignition
switch be the problem December 11, Followup from the Pelican Staff: This sounds like it could
be a faulty ignition switch or steering column. I would inspect the steering lock and ignition
switch. November 28, Followup from the Pelican Staff: Sure. You will have to place a toggle in
place of the crank position of the ignition switch. Locate the wire at the switch, then wire in the
toggle. S hammer. Thsi is the reason Im trying to remove the lock, mine will not un-lock the
steering wheel?? Thanks for any helb removing this steering wheel lock,,,,. August 31, Followup
from the Pelican Staff: The photo I uploaded from the tech article shows the ignition electrical
switch and the steering lock assembly. You can remove them as a unit, then disassemble to
replce the steering lock. Comments: What types of bolts should I be getting if I plan on not
using the original shear bolts again? May 27, Followup from the Pelican Staff: Internal Allen
head or internal Torx head since there is little to no room for an external fastener - Nick at
Pelican Parts. Comments: after replacing my ignition switch the new one is extremely hard to
turn with the key when starting. September 6, Followup from the Pelican Staff: No, put
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some graphite lock lube dry film type and see if the key is easier to turn. Make sure the steering
wheel lock is not binding either - Nick at Pelican Parts. Nod okim. Comments: I have a cab and i
need to change the ignition i have the shear bolts off but cant get the bolt up by the column that
holds the steering wheel lock any suggestions? July 5, Followup from the Pelican Staff: Is the
bolt you cannot access a shear bolt also? Or have all of them been removed? Comments: I have
bought the ignition switch from you already but in the process of removing the old one two
wiring harnesses came off and I need to know which one goes where. Can you help me with a
photo of the harnesses plugged in. April 17, Followup from the Pelican Staff: You will need a
wiring diagram to know where each of the wires go in the connector. It is much safer to just buy
a new electric ignition switch - Nick at Pelican Parts. Order Online or Call: Shopping Cart.
Browse Shipping Options. Project List. Order Status.

